
{!!!} Formal Isolation Video  
Problem:
Produce one polished, high quality 60 second video in which you focus on at least 
TWO formal elements and principles of design {in any combination you choose}
Space	 	 Emphasis	 Rhythm
Line	 	 Value	 	 Balance
Color	 	 Unity	 	 Scale
Texture	 	 Variety	 	 Harmony
Form	 	 Repetition	 Movement

Parameters:
Your video must be EXACTLY 60 seconds in length
Shot in only ONE take
No editing or post-production effects {sound or visual effects}
No cuts in between shots
Panning or zooming is allowed
Some aspect of you must be in the video {your fragmented body, your shadow, 
entire body, your breath, your silhouette}
You may make a noise or create a noise {sound} but no language may be spoken
In order to create a successful final video solution, you must shot, examine, reshot, 
rethink, revise and reshot again. 

Materials:
This project requires access to a video recording device of some kind. You may use 
a cellphone, computer, laptop, iphone, ipad, video camera or digital camera. You will 
also need a tripod, or another person to assist in filming {behind the scenes only}.

Objectives:
+ Create a visually interesting video, in which you appear {as the ONLY figure}
+ Consider how you can create tension or anticipation within parameters.
+ Explore both subtle and dynamic ways to implement formal choices that 

correspond to support your material+medium {time}.
+ Demonstrate thoughtfulness when planning your setting, clothing, lighting, 

background noise, props, artists gaze, cropping and camera angles.
+ Think about distance and proximity in your work {panoramic vs. crazy up-close} in 

addition to camera placement {on a tripod, on the floor, horizontal, vertical}
+ Explore how you can communicate an idea, action, series of pauses or aspect of 

tension visually.
+ Engage planning, shooting, reviewing, reshooting, re-planning and in continued 

revising idea, being intensional about every aspect of the picture plane.
 
Uploading your work {crazy important}
You are expected to upload your final solution video to Youtube, the 
evening PRIOR to the group critique AND to send the URL link to 
your instructor BY 8pm; Title your video with your NAME only. 

ValeriePowell@shsu.edu	 	 RonHollingshead@shsu.edu

WASH
   {Workshop in Art Studio+History} 

s p a c e        

S T U D I O
aesthetics
action
ambiguous
artist’s gaze
background
balance
body
composition
costume
cropping
camera angle
concept
density
distance
focal point
foreground
formal choices
gesture
hesitation
inaction
informed artistic choices
movement
mute vs. noise
narrative
pause
perspective
picture plane
props
proximity
ritual
space
subject matter
soundless
speed
stillness
zooming
visual language

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead
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Do not use any other titles for your video, we want to view it with an open mind, 
without any conceptual title or clue.
Any questions about uploading to Youtube check with your WASH Instructor or 
WASH Mentors. 
Store all residue from this project in your Digital Journal. 

Evaluation:
Thoughtful focus on at least two formal elements+principles of design
Operating within ALL of the parameters {60 seconds; no editing; one shot; no 
spoken language; you appear as the only body}
Professionalism {overall craft, technical filming choices+submitting video+uploading 
them to Youtube on time}
Overall Creativity {ambition+IDEA+narrative creativity}

Timeline:
The shooting, reshooting, revising and reshooting of this work will take place outside 
of class. We will have class time for dialog, but not for actually shooting the work. 
Make sure that you pay attention not only to the parameters of this project, but also 
to the specific due dates for uploading. Please ask for help in ADVANCE regarding 
uploading a video; test things and make sure that your youtube account is not set on 
a privacy setting that will block us from viewing the video. Do not start at 7:50pm 
with your uploading process. The email must be time stamped by 8pm or earlier. I 
will send you a response email letting you know that I was able to view your link.

Due dates: NO LATE WORK
Email youtube link by 8pm on Saturday, May 3rd 
{labeled correctly} DO NOT wait until the last minute.

Store all files, reshooting & revisions along with your FINAL 
video on your digital journal, to be turned in during finals 
week {M: 5/5 or T: 5/6} at 10am.

Explore creative resources + links:
shsuWASH.com
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